
Lignosol-AR™ is a state-of-the-art pelleting aid specifically formulated with 

lignosulfonate and polymethylolcarbamide to enhance pellet quality at 

minimum inclusion rate levels. Lignosol-AR is made from raw materials 

selected for their superior binding properties which converges the unique and 

complimentary properties of these two strong binding agents. The particular 

composition of Lignosol-AR offers a broad range of pellet quality improvement.

Some things are better together

Benefits of using Lignosol-AR™

EFFECT RESULT

Improved pellet quality Few complaints—improved customer satisfaction

Higher production rates Reduced manufacturing cost—increased capacity

Reduced energy consumption Reduced power cost

Less return of fines Increased productivity

Consistent quality Consistent production

Low inclusion rate Less formulation cost impact

Pel let ing Aid/Aide de Granulat ion



The following chart clearly illustrates the 
effect on quality provided by Lignosol-AR™

Effect of Lignosol-AR in a Grain Concentrate pellet
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TEST PROCEDURES 
NHPT (New Holmen Portable Tester) - 100 grams of pellets tested at 70 mbr pressure for 30 seconds. 
KSU (Kansas State University) Modified - 500 grams of pellets tumbled for 10 minutes with 3-3/4" hexagon nuts.
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Borregaard LignoTech has over 60 years of experience in specialty chemicals. 
With an international network of production plants and distribution we offer 
our customers worldwide service.

Borregaard LignoTech’s dedicated research and development facilities, technical 
expertise and highly skilled people provide our customers with total solutions.

Put simply, our mission is to improve our customers’ long term profitability. This 
means not only offering the products you need, but also providing the service, 
expertise, partnership and innovation that create a true business advantage.
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